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Perkins, Leslie

From: Susco, Jeremy
Sent: Friday, August 13, 2010 7:31 AM
To: Rikhoff, Jeffrey
Subject: RE: Salem/Hope Creek scoping comment response

Perfect revision. Your intuition about the scoping comments is spot on.

Thanks,
Jeremy

From: Rikhoff, Jeffrey
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 2:18 PM
To: Susco, Jeremy
Cc: Imboden, Andy
Subject: RE: Salem/Hope Creek scoping comment response

Hey Jeremy,

Thanks for letting me review the proposed response to scoping comments. See suggested changes below.

Considering the application is for the license renewal of Salem and Hope Creek generating stations, I'm not
sure if we would address the socioeconomic impact (benefit?) of PSEG Nuclear LLC on the local economy.
Not having read the scoping comments and other than acknowledging the fact that PSEG Nuclear, LLC, is the

applicant and majority owner/operator/employer the discrete socioeconomic effect of PSEG Nuclear on the
region would be outside the scope of license renewal and the SEIS. The focus of the socioeconomic impact
assessment in the SEIS is on the effect of the continued operation of Salem and HCGS.

I would recommend replacing the words "Salem, HCGS, and PSEG Nuclear, LLC," in the first sentence with
just "Salem and HCGS." Also, I wasn't sure whether the scoping comments are concerned with the effects on
the local/regional communities, local/regional economy, or just economy in general. Please revise first
sentence accordingly.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

jeff

Jeffrey Rikhoff
Senior Environmental Scientist, RERB
Division of License Renewal
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301/415-1090
Jeffrey. Rikhoff(,nrc..ov
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From: Susco, Jeremy (
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 1:35 PMIV
To: Rikhoff, Jeffrey
Subject: Salem/Hope Creek scoping comment response A?)
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Response: These comments concern the socioeconomic impact of Salem, HCGS, and PSEG Nuclear, LLC,
on local/regional communities/economy and other related issues such as employment, taxes, education, and
philanthropy. The NRC will address these issues and the socioeconomic impact of renewing the Salem and
Hope Creek operating licenses in Chapter 4 of the SEIS. In addition, the socioeconomic impact of not
renewing the operating licenses of these generating stations is discussed in Chapter 8.

Jeremy Susco
Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-2927
ieremy.susco(&,nrc.,ov
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